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Comments of Manuscript 
 
± The submitted articleis within our journal’s scope  
± The title idiom is concise and clear with expected work  
± The author presented themain objective of the work properly in abstract sectionwith suitablekeywords  
± The author narrated the introduction section neatly to the planned work  
± Research objective and findings havingadequate particulars  
± The methods and techniques employed appropriately by the author 
± A specific, clear, and predictive statement about the possible outcome of a scientific research study 
reported by the author 
± The author discussed about obtained results and associated details  
± Overall,Scientometric values are well presented in their designed work 
± Usefulness of this paper is worthyto publish 
± Conclusion and Limitations of the workderivedand constructed well by the author 
± Authors’ contribution to the field of knowledge is appreciable  
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